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Dear member and friend,

The articles printed in this magazine are not
necessarily the views or policies of the GCHC
Copyright © 2016
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Newsletter

It is with much pleasure and thanks to Hashem that I write
this message, a short but important top level summary of all
that has been of this past financial year 2015-2016, as
President of the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation.
This message will not serve to recapitulate all the events
that have taken place these past 12 months as this will be
presented to you in full in our Social Committee report but
rather an opportunity for me to extend thanks and well
wishes to all who have made this year a success, bringing
with it many simchot and memories which we will all
treasure for years to come.
Once again, this year our Board of Management has proven
itself to be made up of committed individuals, in it for the
sole purpose of support, guidance and action for our
Congregation and Community at large. A harmonious team
of individuals fully dedicated to the growth and spiritual
development of our shule. Thank you for your contribution
of long hours and efforts in attending our monthly
meetings, contribution both physically and financially to
events, and ongoing commitment to the Gold Coast Jewish
Congregation and Community.
It should not be forgotten that our Congregation serves not
only our community but all interstate visitors and tourists;
the feedback and warm wishes I have personally received
on behalf of these visitors is to be proud of and
commendable. Well done to you all who attended our shule
and events. We have much to be proud of, so much
achievement, and so much to look forward to. May Hashem
grant us the energy and strength to continue this important
work, in harmony and friendship and I insist very much on
harmony and friendship.
I would like to express my gratitude to the Pelerman
Foundation for their continual financial support as well as
to all our Friends and Members who have responded
generously to our 2016 Annual Appeal.
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Continue ...PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
On behalf of all our Members Kol-Ha’Kavod.
Of course, all of the running of such a sized Congregation
and events would not be possible without the hard work of
our volunteers, our staff and supporters. Speaking on behalf
of our Members and Friends I would like to send a special
thank you to the following people:
- Frank Goldstein our Chairman for his support and advice.
- John Donath for his Aliya recording on Shabbatot and for
his advice and Support.
- Janette Kornhauser our Board Secretary for taking minutes
of our Board Meeting.
- Vernon Jackson for his support and advice and help with
the BBQ.
- Sarah Rebibou my wife, for managing our Mikveh and
taking care of our Friday Night Live and Pesach Seder
Catering.
- Geoffrey Heimann and Graham Berkovitch our Interstate
members for their moral support and advice when
requested.
- Belinda Werb our office Administrator; your dedication
and support has made my job a lot easier and more
productive. Thank you also for running our shop most
efficiently and wisely as well as for preparing our Kiddushim
on Shabbat and Festival
- Stella Simmonds our caretaker for looking after our Shule,
Hall and Offices as well as dressing beautiful dining tables
on Shabbaton and Festivals and all our volunteers all year
around.
- Liz Linton, Clare Hogarty, Janette Kornhauser for always
helping in the Kitchen when needed.
To my wife Sarah for not complaining for the amount of
time I give to our Shule and for her continual support,
encouragement and advice.
I will conclude my report by thanking Rabbi Gurevitch, my
Rabbi and Friend for more than 20 years, together with his
wife Dina for their commitment towards our Shule, its
members and the community.
It is a great honour and pleasure to serve our congregation
during all these years as a President, I have done it with all
my heart and dedication with the best of my ability and for
the benefit of our Congregation above everything else.

OFFICE HOURS
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday:
8:30am – 1:00pm
SHOP HOURS
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday: 9:30am– 1:00pm
SERVICE PRAYER TIMES
WEEKDAYS
Shacharit: Monday & Thursday - 6:30am
Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday - 6:55am
SHABBAT
Kabbalat Shabbat: Friday at 5:15pm—5:30 from
next month
Shacharit: 9:00am. Shiur-class at 8:40am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 5:15pm. 5:30 from next
month
SUNDAY AND PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Shacharit: 8:00am
Mincha and Ma’ariv: 5:15pm—5:30 from next
month

THE GOLD COAST HEBREW CONGREGATION
ADDRESS
34 Hamilton Ave, Surfers Paradise
P.O. Box 133. Surfers Paradise, Qld 4217
OFFICE
Administrator - Belinda Werb
Phone: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au
RABBI NIR GUREVITCH
Mobile: 0419 392 818
Email: ngurvtch@ozemail.com.au

To all of you, your Family and the Community, Shana Tova
U’Metuka and Chatima Tova. May Peace, Happiness, Health
and Prosperity come to us all for the New Year.

PRESIDENT
David Rebibou
Email: davidrebibou@icloud.com
Phone: 0449 988 398

David Rebibou
President Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation

WEBSITE: http://www.goldcoasthc.org.au
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The Shofar's Message
This fervent broken-hearted plea, of "Father, it is I, your
only son, help me!" broke through the barriers separating
father and son more eloquently than any words the
prince might have uttered. At this moment, the king
embraced the errant son.
For thousands of years the Jewish people have wandered
in exile. At times, we even seem to have lost our means of
communicating with our Father. We are very much like
the proverbial prince, who when facing his father the king
could only cry.

On Rosh Hashana, the theme of G-d as Parent and Ruler
dominates our prayers. "Our Father, Our King - Avinu
Malkeinu" is sung with a memorable tune that stays with
us even after we've left the synagogue.
The Baal Shem Tov taught that the love G-d has for each
one of us is analogous to and surpasses the love a parent
has for an only child born in his old age.
Rosh Hashana is the anniversary of the creation of Adam
and Eve. Thus, it corresponds to the rebirth of humanity
and we re-establish our relationship as children of G-d
on these days.
The sounding of the shofar is connected to this central
motif of Rosh Hashana, that of G-d as our Divine Parent.
To better understand this we look to another parable of
the Baal Shem Tov:
An errant prince, an only son, traveled far from the
palace. After many years had passed, the prince yearned
to be reunited with his father, the king. However, by the
time he returned to his native land, he had forgotten his
mother tongue. From deep within his soul a cry
emerged, a cry that - no matter how estranged the child
- a father could understand.

We are in pain not only because our self-created barriers
separate us from G-d. But also because even when we
wish to return we encounter all sorts of seemingly
insurmountable obstacles born of the national and
spiritual exile of our people. The shofar represents the
wordless cry of the only child within each of us. Chosen
because of its simplicity, it symbolizes the incorruptible
nature of the soul connected to the essence of G-d,
Himself.
Transcending the conventional modes of communication,
the shofar's shattering wail arouses in us an awareness of
the most powerful bond uniting Father and child. No
matter how far we may feel we've strayed throughout the
year, no matter how muted or inadequate our ability to
communicate with G-d, the shofar of Rosh Hashana
enables us to reconnect in a more fundamental and
powerful way than previously envisioned.
The "Great Shofar" sounded by G-d signaling the
Messianic Age, will pierce all barriers and penetrate
beneath the surface of our very beings. When G-d sounds
the Great Shofar we will be able to express, completely
and openly, the fundamental child/parent relationship we
intrinsically have with G-d. The shofar of Redemption will
usher in a time when the love between G-d and the
Jewish people - concealed throughout our trial-ridden
exile - will be fully revealed.
May we all be inscribed and sealed for a good and sweet
year. But even before the New Year may we all find
ourselves in the Holy Temple in Jerusalem with the
revelation of Moshiach, now.

With blessings, Rabbi Nir Gurevitch
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ISRAEL Newly discovered documents refute
Palestinian lies about Temple Mount
By Nadav Shragai

- Kosher Meals at all Gold Coast
Public Hospitals' We would like to inform everyone that a new
service has been implemented in which any
Jewish patient at any Gold Coast Public
Hospital can request Kosher food which will be
supplied by the
hospital. Please relate this
to anyone you know who has been admitted to
hospital so they can take advantage of this
service

The Supreme Muslim Council's booklet and the Jordanian
tourist map | Photo credit: Haim Steinberger

Brief penned in 1924 by Supreme Muslim Council, official
Jordanian tourist map from 1956 refute Palestinian
propaganda seeking to debunk inextricable Jewish link to the
Temple Mount • Both documents recognize only familiar AlAqsa mosque as Muslim site.
New historical documents revealed over the weekend further
refute the Palestinians' attempts to rewrite history, especially
pertaining to the Jewish claim to the Temple Mount.
The Palestinian Authority's propaganda over the past few
years has spared no effort to debunk the inextricable Jewish
link to the holy Jerusalem site, relentlessly underscoring only
the Muslim link to Al-Aqsa mosque.
Recently, the Palestinians have begun claiming their right to
the site stretches beyond the Al-Aqsa compound to include
the entire site -- even the Western Wall.
Nevertheless, two historical documents -- "A brief Guide to AlHaram Al-Sharif," issued in 1924 by Jerusalem Grand Mufti Haj
Amin al-Husseini's Supreme Muslim Council, and an official
Jordanian tourist map from 1956 -clearly identify only the
familiar Al-Aqsa mosque compound as a Muslim site.
The Supreme Muslim Council's document states that "the
site's affiliation with Solomon's Temple is undisputed."
The Jordanian map, which is in the possession of map
collector Haim Steinberger, clearly indicates that at the time,
Jordan recognized only the southern part of the compound,
where Al-Aqsa mosque is, as Muslim territory.
Both documents contradict recent claims by the Palestinians
and the Waqf, the trust that controls and manages the current
Islamic edifices on and around Al-Aqsa mosque, that the site is
only holy to Muslims

IMPORTANT NOTICE
To order your
very own Lulav
& Etrog set in
time for the
festival of
Sukkot, please
call our office
ASAP on
5570 1851
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Join us for a fun and exciting night!!!

Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation invites you…...

Join us for a great night of fun, prizes
and delicious supper!
Organize a table of 8 people or let us
know if you would like to join a table.
DATE: Sunday, 25th September 2016
TIME: 7:00pm
PLACE: Katransky Hall, Markwell Ave
Surfers Paradise.
COST: $15.00

Bring
along
your
friends!!!

Bookings by 19th September through the office:
5570 1851 or email: gchc@westnet.com.au
- Everyone Welcome -
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- HIGH HOLIDAYS & TISHREI EVENTS A special Children Program
The High Holidays are going to be fun and exciting!!

This year bring your kids to Shule where we will offer
your child an exciting and fun time with games
& activities. Refreshments will be available !!!
Both days of Rosh Hashana at 10:30am
Monday & Tuesday
Oct. 3-4, 2016
34 Hamilton Ave, Surfers Paradise. Tel. 5570 1851

All children are welcome.

Fun & joy of Sukkot for the entire
family, featuring: Games, activities &
fun for all kids. Raffle & nosh in our
Sukkah. Fun for the entire family
Come along and dance all night long
on Monday night, Oct. 24 at 6:30pm.

Wednesday, 19 October at 5:00pm.
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation. 34 Hamilton
Ave. Surfers Paradise. Tel. 5570 1851

More celebrations on Tuesday morning, Oct. 25
starting at 8:30am Party bags for the kids, L’chaim &
.

Refreshment, gourmet luncheon
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Inspiration 'Portugal's Schindler' Is Remembered,
Decades After His Lifesaving Deeds

While the heroic stories of others who saved Jews during
World War II are better known — such as German
industrialist Oskar Schindler, who saved Jews by
employing them in his factory — the story of Sousa
Mendes, who saved the lives of 10 times as many Jews
as Schindler, has remained relatively unknown.

by Eleanor Beardsley NPR

But that is changing.
Jarvik says she always assumed the Portuguese
government had issued her family's visas to get out of
France. Portugal was neutral during the war. But its
Fascist dictator, Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, had actually
issued orders banning Jews, Russians and stateless
people from entering the country.

Those who were helped by Portugal's consul general, Aristides
de Sousa Mendes, during World War II assemble outside the
former Portuguese consulate in Bordeaux. Sousa Mendes
issued 10,000 visas to Jews including Stephen Rozenfeld
(center front, in blue), George Helft (center front, in white) and
Lissy Jarvik (third from right), before being recalled and
dismissed from the diplomatic service.

A group of about 50 people gathered in late June in the
sunny courtyard of the Portuguese consulate in
Bordeaux, France. It was from here in 1939 and 1940 that
Portuguese diplomat Aristides de Sousa Mendes do
Amaral e Abranches issued approximately 30,000 visas to
Jews and other stateless refugees.
Lissy Jarvik, who lives today in California, was one of
them.
"I was a recipient of a Sousa Mendes visa," she tells the
group. "Otherwise I wouldn't be here. I would've no
longer been alive 72 years ago."
Jarvik was just 16 when her Jewish family fled their home
in the Netherlands in 1940. She's come back to France
today with her two sons. They are part of a group,
including visa recipients and their descendants, making a
10-day pilgrimage tracing the escape route taken through
France, Spain and Portugal. It was from Portugal that
they finally got out of Europe.
This group is also paying tribute to Sousa Mendes, the
man who made their lives possible.

Aristides de Sousa Mendes in 1940.Courtesy of Sousa
Mendes Foundation

Sousa Mendes, his country's consul general in Bordeaux,
knowingly disobeyed those orders, frantically signing
visas day and night just before he was recalled to Lisbon
in late June 1940.
At each stop along the way of this pilgrimage, covering a
route including Bordeaux, Salamanca and Lisbon, people
give testimonials. Some read old letters from late family
members who escaped. But George Helft reaches back
into his own memory. He was 6 when his family fled
Paris, as the Nazis entered the city in June 1940.
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'Portugal's Schindler' Is Remembered,
Decades After His Lifesaving Deeds
"It's difficult for me to describe the roads then," he says.
"But I remember them very, very well. They were filled
with baby carriages, old cars with mattresses on the roof
and six people inside. Thousands of people were walking,
some with wheelbarrows, and of course everyone going
south."
Helft's extended family got out of France and was able to
reach New York. He only recently found out this was all
because of Sousa Mendes.
Olivia Mattis, president of the Sousa Mendes Foundation,
based in Huntington, N.Y., says it wasn't until 2011 that
volunteers with the recently formed organization began
to identify visa recipients. They were able to do so by
comparing the names on a ledger from the Bordeaux
Portuguese consulate, found in the mid-1990s, with ship
passenger lists. While the ledger only gave the name of
the head of the family, the ships listed every single
passenger.

"At first, I thought he was asking me for money. But he
brought me up short by asking me pretty quickly if I
were the son of Annelies Kaufmann."
Good says his late mother never talked about her escape
from Europe. After the call, he dug out her old Dutch
passport. "And I opened the passport up to the center,
and the visa was there with Aristides de Sousa Mendes'
signature on it," says Good. "It was a very moving and
chilling moment to see that connection just come
forward."
Since 2011, nearly 4,000 visa recipients have been
identified. Another is 82-year-old Stephen Rozenfeld.
When he was 5, he fled Lodz, Poland, with his family.
"We never knew what happened to our family when
they got to Bordeaux," says Leah Sills, his daughter, who
accompanied her father on the pilgrimage. "We never
knew that part. And to find out that this one man
sacrificed his own family and his own life for all these
people is incredible."
When he was called back to Portugal in June 1940, Sousa
Mendes was tried on 15 charges including violating
Portugal's prohibition on visas for Jews and other
stateless people. He was found guilty and dismissed
from the diplomatic service. A father of 15, he was
stripped of his pension and lived in poverty until his
death in 1954. At his own urging, 11 of his children
emigrated — some to countries in Africa and others to
the U.S. and Canada.
Gerald Mendes, one of Sousa Mendes' many far-flung
grandchildren, is also on the pilgrimage. He was born
and grew up in Montreal. He says his grandfather was
officially rehabilitated by the Portuguese government in
1988, and the family received an official apology from
the president. The connections and stories pouring forth
on this trip are important for his grandfather's legacy, he
says.

Stephen Rozenfeld and daughter Leah Sills were among those
gathered to honor Sousa Mendes' memory. Rozenfeld holds a
photograph showing him and his mother when he was 5, when
he and his family received Portuguese visas and fled France.

Retired American newspaper editor Rebel Good
remembers getting a call four years ago at his home in
North Carolina. "It was from someone who said he was
with a foundation," says Good.

"The story of each refugee is a new brick in the story of
Sousa Mendes," he says. "But all these testimonies are
especially important, because the story needs to be
documented for the future to fight Holocaust deniers.
Especially as survivors die out."
Many members of this group are struck by the parallel to
what's happening with refugees around the world today.
Visa recipient Helft ends his testimonial with a plea for
acceptance. "Forget about walls," he says. "Walls with
Mexico, walls in Israel. Of course, accepting a flow of
refugees, there are undesirables. How many? One
percent? Think of all the others. Think of the children
who are escaping horrors."
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Archaeology Archeological finds, City of David
bolster Jewish claim to J’lem
By Kathereine Keenan

“Unfortunately today, much of what you can call
‘Palestinian nationalism’ or ‘Palestinian identity’ is based
on the narrative that the Jewish people have no
legitimate ties to this land... that we’re a bunch of white
Europeans,” says Orenstein. “That would then make
excavations in the City of David particular problematic.”
In April UNESCO’s executive board voted on a resolution
which ignored Jewish ties to Judaism’s holiest site, the
Temple Mount. Instead the resolution’s text referred to
the Temple Mount and its retaining Western Wall almost
solely by its Muslim names.
In July UNESCO's World Heritage Committee delayed
until October a similar resolution after the coup in
Turkey forced it to cut short its meeting in Istanbul.
Israel is expected to embark on a campaign to sway the
21-member board not to support the resolution, which
was put forward by the Palestinian Authority and Jordan.

“If all that stuff is built on the notion that none of this
ever happened, and then you pull a seal out of the
ground with the names of the ministers straight out of
the Bible one after the next."
Tisha Be’av is a day deeply rooted in Jewish history and
memory, with its primary association being with the
destruction of the Second Temple at the hands of the
Roman Empire in 70 CE.
In the midst of controversy with international bodies
such as UNESCO, remembering the religious and cultural
heritage that the temple represents can take form in
looking back at the biblical archeological record,
something that City of David International Affairs
Director Ze’ev Orenstein believes strongly bolsters the
connection between Judaism and Jerusalem.
“If all that stuff is built on the notion that none of this
ever happened, and then you pull a seal out of the
ground with the names of the ministers straight out of
the Bible one after the next in the same verse... that
causes problems.”
Seals in reference to King Hezekiah, lower-level royal
officials and even of a woman named Elihana bat Gael
serve as proof of a 3,000-year connection between
ancient Israel and the country we know today, adds
Orenstein. According to him, these discoveries present
problems, however, for people who are committed to an
opposing agenda.

Orenstein’s hope is that enough committee members
would strike down such a proposal, using City of David
finds as his main piece of evidence. “This isn’t a Jewish
issue, it’s not a Christian issue, even though it’s denying
these events when they’re so clearly proven from an
archeological perspective,” says Orenstein. “But really,
it’s an attack on truth, because if you can deny objective
truth... tomorrow it’ll be about something else.”
UNESCO director-general Irina Bokova issued a
statement in July against resolutions that do not
recognize the Temple Mount as a holy site for Judaism,
Christianity and Islam. “To deny or conceal any of the
Jewish, Christian or Muslim traditions undermines the
integrity of the site, and runs counter to the reasons that
justified its inscription in 1981,” Bokova wrote on
UNESCO’s website.
As for Tisha Be’av, the enormous yet elegant Herodian
stones found at the foot of the ancient temple’s primary
entrance do not only evoke a sense of loss and
mourning, but of a compelling case for Judaism’s
relationship with the site.
“On one hand, we’re standing in an area where the
destruction of Jerusalem happened, and yet at the same
time, we’re standing in a place where we see the rebirth,
and the return, and the redemption of Israel,” says
Orenstein. “So yes, we have a lot to remember and
there are many lessons that we still need to learn... but
at the same time we’re growing, and thriving, and we’re
home.”
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- The High Holidays Your 10 step journey
1 - Coming in for Landing

2. Elul - Reconnect— 4 September-1 October

Think of your year as a kind of space odyssey: You take
off, fly around—and occasionally get lost. There could
be lots of excitement, but then there's the collateral
damage—at times, even grand mess-ups.

You're coming in for landing. Home base is sending out a
clear, powerful signal. It's Elul, the last month of the
Jewish year and to amplify that signal, we blow the
shofar every morning. The month reaches a climax with
the days of selichot when Jews gather in the early
morning hours for extra, intensified prayers.

So now it's time to come back home. There you'll get
your gear back in tune, reset your sightings, refuel and
then take off again with
renewed strength to do
things even better this
time.
Where is home? Home
is your inner self, that
invincible, pristine core,
never scathed, ever
intact. Torah is your
way to get back in
touch with that place
and to keep the
connection solid.
What are the High Holidays?
The High Holidays are a period of special days at the
onset of the new Jewish year, at the cusp between
summer and autumn.
What's so high about the High Holidays?

You need to establish a connection with that signal.
How? Here are some suggestions:
-

Join a Torah study group.

Grab some more mitzvahs—like mezuzah, Tefilin,
Shabbat candles, , charity and volunteering.
If you already have mezuzahs and tefillin, it's
customary to have them checked by a scribe at this time.
It's also a good time to make an inventory: What went
right, what went wrong, what new habits need to be
installed, what needs repair—and what needs to be
thrown out of your spaceship. In fact, it doesn't hurt to
start on some of those alterations right away
The Details:
The shofar is blown every morning except for the eve of
Rosh Hashanah. The first selichot are said on Saturday
night shortly before Rosh Hashanah after midnight, and
continue every morning until Rosh Hashanah.

You are.

3 -Re-entry
Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur, Sukkot, Simchat Torah
these are days for you to get more spiritual, more
connected, more fulfilled and in tune with your divine
inner self.
Some days are set aside for reflection and soulsearching, others for joy and celebration. They are filled
with meaningful customs and beautiful rituals especially
meaningful and beautiful when you understand what's
going on. Which is why we put together this short
guide.

You're in range. You're tuned into the signal. At this
point, home base asks that you identify yourself.
It's Rosh Hashanah, a day for saying, "I am a Jew, I
belong with this people, I connect, I identify." Once
that's established, you can go to the next step, taking on
more, learning more, getting yourself into better shape.
But everything starts with your idea of who you are.
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- The High Holidays Your 10 step journey
Shofar - 3-4 October
Rosh Hashanah is called "the birthday of the universe."
It's the day that the Grand Programmer of All Things sits
back to consider whether this universe is really worth
playing and then reboots the system. In fact, "Rosh
Hashanah," actually means, "Head of the Year": Like a
head contains all the switches for every part of the
body, Rosh Hashanah is the time when every day of the
year is initialized into the system. It's a crucial stage,
when every moment must be filled with good thoughts,
words and deeds.

Our job is to bring a two-way dimension into that
relationship, closer to a warm and healthy parent-child
model. In fact, the sounds of the shofar are meant to
emulate the pleading cries of a child.
That's what's behind the prayer, "Our Father, Our King!"
There are always prayer books with translation. G-d is
fluent in all languages, as long as it comes from the
heart.
Festive Meal

Precisely
when
is
reboot? You guessed it:
At the first blast of the
shofar.

We're so solid about our relationship with The Boss that
we start celebrating a good year even before it's begun.
Each day of Rosh Hashanah, we make both lunch and
dinner a festive meal.

Rosh Hashanah has a
unique mitzvah: To hear
the shofar, a simple
ram's horn. After the
Torah reading —usually
around noon—30 blasts
of the shofar are
sounded in a prescribed
pattern. Later come
another 70 for a total of
100 blasts.

The strategy is simple: When a father sees his children
have confidence in him, he usually follows suit. The
same applies to our Father Who Runs the Universe.

Often, volunteers will visit those confined to home or
hospice to blow shofar for them. Speak to our office if
you know of someone who is in need of this service.
[On years when the first day of Rosh Hashanah falls on
Shabbat, the shofar is blown only on the second day. On
the first day, Shabbat itself takes the place of the
shofar.]
Synagogue
When the Master of the Universe is dealing with global
issues, why bother Him with our prayers?
Without our prayers, He directs the universe as a king,
with strict, impersonal judgment.

These feasts are rich with symbolism. We start with
kiddush and sweet challah. On the first night, the meal
begins with an apple dipped in honey, as we say, "May it
be Your will that this year be good and sweet." All the
foods are sweet, nothing bitter.
On the second night, we eat a new seasonal fruit right
after kiddush.
Work
As with every Yom Tov, we don't go to work, drive, write
or switch on or off electric devices. We are permitted to
cook and to carry outdoors.
Tashlich - 3 October
On the first day of Rosh Hashanah, late in the afternoon,
we walk to a body of water containing live fish and recite
a prayer that G‑d, out of His great compassion, will toss
our past failures into the sea.
For many, Tashlich is a community-wide event, with a
picnic-like atmosphere to it. Often, the shofar will be
blown again, for the benefit of those who couldn't make
it to the morning services.
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- The High Holidays Your 10 step journey
4. The Ten Days - Return - 3-12 October
Now that you know
who you are, it's time
to come in for landing.
That's why the days
from Rosh Hashanah to
Yom Kippur are known
as the Ten Days of
Teshuvah.
Teshuvah is too often
m ist ranslat e d
as
"repentance."
Repentance
implies
that you were bad and
now have to become good. Teshuvah means simply to
return. Meaning that you were always essentially good,
just that certain behaviors may have been somewhat
off base—and now all you have to do is rediscover your
true place and your true self and return to there.

That's why Yom Kippur is called The Day of At-Onement: The day that we are at one with our Source
Above.
Feasting
Eat two good meals the day before Yom Kippur, it's a
mitzvah. In fact, feast today and fast tomorrow and it's
counted as though you fasted for two days.
Take lots of fluids and avoid heavy foods. Avoid nuts and
other edibles that stick in your teeth. If you have
children, place your hands on each child's head, one at a
time, and give each one a blessing.
Forgiving
If someone feels you've wronged him or her, try to make
up before the fast. At the same time, forgive the
misdemeanours of others against you. According to how
you forgive others, that's how G‑d forgives you.
Kol Nidre

This is the most spiritual season of the year, a time
when our souls are closer to heaven than to earth,
whether we notice it or not. On any day of the year, the
soul can reach high. On these days, it can touch its
essence. Spend these days in meditation, prayer and
study of Torah

5. Yom Kippur - Repair - 11-12 October
Your spaceship has been landed and towed into the
hangar for repair. But how do you fix a soul?
Screwdrivers won't help. What you need is glue.
You see, fixing a soul is
much like fixing a
relationship: You need a
bond so powerful that
all flaws are overlooked
and no one has any
desire but the good of
the other.

As the sun kisses the horizon, the cantor's voice pierces
our souls with the Kol Nidre. But the most vital prayer,
repeated eight times over the 25 hours—is the Vidui.
That is when we accept responsibility for every possible
human mess-up we may have made, ripping out their
residue from within us. It's not easy to remember all of
them, so the prayer book provides a list in alphabetical
order.
With each Vidui, the soul is freed and climbs higher and
higher, until the ultimate high with Neila, which is
recited as Yom Kippur is about to come to an end, as the
Gates of Heaven begin to close.
On Yom Kippur, after the Torah reading, Yizkor is recited
to remember the souls of the departed. We pledge
charity on behalf of parents and beloved ones now in
the "world of truth." However, the charity cannot be
given on Yom Kippur itself, since we do not handle
money or write checks on this day.
At the conclusion of Neila, the entire congregation cries
out the Shema Yisrael and the shofar is sounded to usher
the holiness of the day back to its place—and to
announce the incoming holiday (more on that soon).
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Fasting

The Sukkah

Some think Yom Kippur is a sad day. But how could the
highest day of the year possibly be sad?

"For seven days, all Jewish people should live in sukkahs,
in order that all your generations will remember that I
had the Jewish People living in sukkahs when I took them
out of Egypt." —The Five Books of Moses, Book III
(Leviticus)

It's just that dealing with physical needs on this day
would be the biggest downer, unplugging that
connection and hurling us back into the mundane
world.
That's also why we dress in white on this day, to remind
us that today we are as high as the angels, who need
neither food nor drink. And yet higher.

"The sukkahs were the clouds of glory that surrounded
and protected us."—The Talmud

Finishing

Now your spaceship's bright and spiffy and ready to fly.
But in order to stay connected during this year's
odyssey, best you first rehearse the steps in a controlled
environment.

As soon as Yom Kippur is over, we return home for a
joyous feast. We wish each other "Good Yom Tov!"
According to the Baal Shem Tov, we are now in the
purest day of the year, since all the souls are clean and
shiny like new.

That's the sukkah; an all-encompassing, embryonic,
virtual world where whatever you do is a mitzvah. Eat,
you're doing a mitzvah. Talk, you're doing a mitzvah. Just
sit there—you're powerfully connected from head to
toe.

6. Sukkot - Rehearse - 16-23 October

Upon release from this immersive environment, you'll
treat the big world the same way: Discovering how
everything you do is another way to connect to the
Infinite. Which is the whole idea of Torah.

Basic Sukkot Information:
Sukkot is an eight-day holiday with three special
mitzvahs:

How to do the sukkah thing:

To dwell in a sukkah
To hold the Four Species
To be happy (yes, that's also a mitzvah)
The first two and the last two days are Yom Tov, when
work is forbidden. During the five days in between, for
the most part work is permitted, albeit with certain
restrictions.

Before Sukkot, construct a temporary, 3–4 walled
structure directly under the sky—no trees or overhang
above. For roofing, toss on any cut, inedible vegetation
that will last for seven days. Use enough to provide
more shade than sunlight. Time-hungry? There are pre
-fab sukkah kits that go up in a matter of minutes, just
make sure your walls are secure and firm. Check with
your Rabbi for more for more details.

•
•
•

For seven days, make the sukkah your official home.
Don't panic: As long as you eat your meals there, you're
okay. But try to include anything else that you would
normally do in the house—like reading a book or talking
with a friend.
Fill your sukkah with guests, enjoy great meals, sing
songs, tell stories and speak words of Torah wisdom.
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Every night of Sukkot invite one of the Seven Shepherds
of Israel, in this order: Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses,
Aaron, Joseph and David.
On the first night of Sukkot, regardless of weather
conditions, make kiddush and eat at least part of the
meal in the sukkah. The rest of Sukkot, if the weather
gets awful, you can leave the sukkah. After all, you
would leave your own house if the roof were leaking
buckets, wouldn't you?
Each time you leave the sukkah and return to eat a
grain-based meal, say a blessing:
Ba-ruch A-tah Ado-nai E-lo-he-nu Me-lech
ha-olam a-sher ki-de-sha-nu be-mitz-votav ve-tzi-va-nu le-shev ba-sukkah.
[Blessed are You, L-rd our G‑d, King of the universe, who
has sanctified us with His commandments, and
commanded us to sit in the Sukkah.]

How to do the Arba Minim thing:
Easier than eating cake: The lulav (palm branch) comes
wrapped with three myrtle branches and two willow
bush branches. Hold those in your right hand and say
the following blessing:
Ba-ruch A-tah Ado-nai E-lo-he-nu Me-lech ha-olam
a-sher ki-de-sha-nu be-mitz-vo-tav ve-tzi-va-nu al netilat
lulav.
[Blessed are You, L-rd, our G‑d, King of the universe,
who has sanctified us with His commandments and has
commanded us concerning the taking of the lulav.]
Now pick up the etrog (stem down) in your left hand.
First time this year? Then say the blessing for new
things:
Ba-ruch A-tah Ado-nai E-lo-hei-nu me-lech ha-olam she
-heche-ya-nu ve-ki-yi-ma-nu ve-higi-a-nu liz-man ha-zeh

7. The Four Kinds - Reunite
"On the first day, take the fruit of the etrog tree,
unopened fronds of the date palm, myrtle branches and
willows of the brook and rejoice before G-d, your G-d for
seven days." —The Five Books of Moses, Book III
Each one of us discovers a
small corner of some
galaxy, but together we
perceive the wonders of an
entire universe. So now,
get
networked—with
your Arba Minim ("Four
Kinds") device.

[Blessed are You, Lord our G‑d, King of the universe,
who has granted us life, sustained us, and enabled us to
reach this occasion.]
Hold the etrog together with the other three species.
You did it. Repeat every day of Sukkot excluding
Shabbat.
The custom, however, is to wave the arba minim three
times in all six directions: Face east and wave three
times to the south, three to the north, three east, three
up, three down and finally, three west (over your
shoulder).
Hoshana Rabba - 23 October

Here, four very diverse
floras create one integral
whole. If one is missing—
even a
humble willow
branch—the
circuit
is
broken. Just like us, the
Jewish
People:
Regardless of knowledge or
observance, each individual
is unique and essential.

The seventh day of Sukkot is when the global rain factor
is set. We circle the Torah reading table in the
synagogue seven times with the arba minim while
reciting special prayers, and then beat a bundle of five
willow branches on the floor. You have a better way to
make it rain?
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8. Shmini Atzeret - Rejoice & Refuel - 24 October

Hakafot

"On the eighth day will be a withholding for you. You
shall do no burdensome work." —The Five Books of
Moses

The Five Books of Moses are divided into 53 portions,
called parshas. Each week, we read one parsha,
completing the entire scroll every year. The cycle begins
on the last Shabbat of the month of Tishrei and ends on
Simchat Torah.

Why is it called a with-holding? Because G-d is like a
king who hosts a seven-day party. When everyone is
about to leave, he holds
back his closest friend
and says, "It's hard for
us to part. Stay another
day and we'll party with
whatever is left." —The
Talmud

What drives a Jew to
take on the entire
world and be different
no matter what? Guilt
can be pretty powerful,
but as we have seen
today, it's not always
effective. The Baal
Shem Tov revealed a
far better fuel: The power of joy.
That's why, for Jews, the greatest celebration of the
year is the last two days of the High Holiday season,
Shemini Atzeret & Simchat Torah, days dedicated to the
joy of being a Jew.

To celebrate, on the
night of Simchat Torah,
we take out all the
Torah scrolls from their
ark, parade with them
around the reading
table seven times, and
dance and sing with
them.
The
next
morning,
we
call
everyone for a turn at as
we conclude the Torah
reading. Then we sing
and dance with the
Torah again.
Go find another people that dances with a book. But for
Jewish people, Torah is not just a book to study, it is life.
For over 3300 years, we have held tight to it, despite all
odds, and it has kept us in existence. On Simchat Torah,
they say, the Torah itself wants to rejoice—and we
provide the legs.

10. Epilogue - Blastoff!
Details:
One more day to eat in the sukkah—but without the
Leshev BaSukkah blessing. We make a holiday kiddush
and enjoy a festive meal at night and by day. Shemini
Atzeret begins the prayer for rain. Yizkor is also said.
On the first night of Shemini Atzeret, we do hakafot As
with every holiday, we do no work.

9. Simchat Torah - Recycle - 25 October
Now to the control room for a debriefing. That's when
you get called up to the Torah and we read from its final
verses. Then, for instructions on your upcoming
mission, we begin reading the Torah again from "In the
beginning"—to remind you that whatever you see out
there, all of it extends from a single oneness called G-d.

Tishrei, the High Holiday
month, is one long,
grand high. But it's just a
preparation.
Your
mission begins now, as
you blast off into the
everyday,
workaday
world. It's going to be a
different world now.
Because Tishrei has left
you a different person.
You're connected, so
your world is going to
be
connected. And
that's the point of our
entire mission: All together, we're going to make a
whole new, plugged-in world.
By Chabad.org
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Spirituality Jewish New Year: Renewal,
Sanctity, and Joy By Rabbi Simon Jacobson
These are spiritual days. By spiritual I mean days when
we are less immersed in the daily quotidian of material
survival, and more focused on the bigger issues of life:
Why am I here? How do I deal with loss? Where are the
souls of my departed beloved ones? What is the destiny
of my and my family’s life? What does the future hold?
It’s extremely healthy for human welfare to have a
season (not just a coffee break or a weekend) dedicated
to soul searching and revisiting our life’s mission and our
relationship with G-d.
The Jewish New Year and High Holiday season is ultra
rich with layers of opportunity to peer deeply into our
lives, and come out renewed and empowered to take
on our life challenges.
In essence, the holiday season is comprised of three
stages: Renewal on Rosh Hashana, Sanctity on Yom
Kippur and Joy on Sukkot (for easy retrieval remember
the acronym RYS: R for Rosh Hashana Renewal; Y for
Yom Kippur Yechida; S for Sukkot Simcha).
Master these three forces – renewal, sanctity and joy –
and your life will forever be different. Let me correct
myself. Master is a strong word and presents a daunting
task. Perhaps a better word is access. Access these three
forces and your life will never be the same.
Renewal: One of our most powerful psychological
adversaries is resignation, the sinking feeling that your
life will never change. We are part of one endless merrygo-round that continues to repeat similar patterns,
albeit in different shapes, forms and change of scenery,
but do not fundamentally alter our reality. Rosh Hashana
teaches us that we have the power to literally renew and
revitalize our lives. Through prayer, focus and effort we
can pierce the monotonous surface and access the
enormous energy that lies beneath brimming with new
possibilities.
Sanctity: The ultimate secret to an exhilarating and
invigorating life is to recognize every experience as an
opportunity – a challenge to sublimate and sanctify the
experience. Simply put, you see every event in your life,
even the most trivial, as part of your mission to refine
develop and purify – or as the Kabbalists would say: to
“elevate the sparks” within.

Yom Kippur – the holiest day in the year – empowers us
with the necessary strength to sanctify and integrate
(sanctity and unity always go together) every aspect of
our lives – to direct all our activities toward higher
purpose.
Joy: The triad is not complete without joy. The renewal
and sanctity of Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur now must
lead us to rejoice. Not just to live our lives, but to
celebrate them. Joy is uplifting, freeing – a glorious dance
of the human spirit as it soars like a bird.
Today we have precious few moments of joy in our
overworked and overstressed lives. We compensate
through escapist bouts of instant gratification, but don’t
always have time to stay for the conclusion of the dance.
Even as we celebrate we have our eye on the door and
our minds on next days anxiety.
Comes Sukkot – a full cycle of seven complete days,
encapsulating all time – and lifts us on its wings for a
perpetual dance.
What and why are we celebrating?
Bodies don’t dance. Souls do. That is bodies on their own.
Once the soul is exuberant, the body follows along –
lifting its legs in dance, swinging its arms in joy and
parting its lips in song.
When your soul feels free, when it has a sense of
belonging, when it is aware of its purpose – it celebrates.
Children are natural celebrators, until “adult” life dulls
their senses and lowers their expectations.
So Sukkot is about expectations – renewed and sanctified
by Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur.
Celebrate them well.
Ok, now for the practical side of this. All the above is good
and well on paper. But how – how do you begin to access
your soul, how do you rejoice when you don’t feel their is
anything to celebrate?
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Jewish New Year: Renewal,
Sanctity, and Joy
There are many answers, but the one that comes to
mind just now lies in the inherent theme of Sukkot. On
Sukkot we invite guests (ushpizin) – both cosmic and
physical. We celebrate together.
Simply put, look at the people in your life. Study your
Rolodex – palm, blackberry, database or wherever you
hold your contacts – and see how many of these people
reinforce your life and lift your spirits. No doubt that you
will find quite a number who are always ready to tell you
how depressed things are and how bad you should feel.
After all, misery does like company (some clichés happen
to be true). Feeling good about yourself today? I’m sure
you can find someone to call that will change your
mood.
The key to this exercise is to avoid the people who make
you anxious.
Find people who believe in you, who bring the best out
of you, who empower you. Look for those that make
you feel happy, proud and dignified (in a real way).
Find people who bring your soul alive.

Tears rolled down my cheeks, as they did on the cheeks of
my fellow Yizkor rememberers, as they recalled by name
their parents’ souls.
Then it dawned upon me. The power of Yizkor is in its
name. Yizkor means to remember. Would it have been
better to wipe our memories clean and forget our fathers
and mothers, and by extension all the pain and grief left
by their loss? We orphans were given a great gift – the
gift of memory. We have the power to remember our
parents, and invoke their names before G-d. We have
been blessed with the power of eternity – the ability to
remember our parents who came before us. And one day
(until Moshiach comes) – we too will be remembered.
Death is horrible. But to forget is worse.
My thoughts were reinforced when we came to the Yom
Kippur Musaf service in which we recollect the story of
the Ten Martyrs. Each martyrs death is a profound story
of its own. The one that struck me this year was Rabbi
Chananya ben Tradyon. When the Romans discovered
him teaching the outlawed Torah they wrapped him in a
Torah scroll, piled bundles of twigs around him, and
before setting him afire they placed damp woolen cloths
on him to prolong the agony of being burned to death…
As the flames engulfed him, his disciples asked him,
“Master, what do you see?” Rabbi Chananya replied: “I
see a scroll burning, but the letters are flying up to
Heaven.”

And do something that brings other people’s souls alive.
Then you will see that you will be able to dance and
celebrate.
The Yizkor Prayer
Obviously the Yom Kippur Yizkor prayer (and then again
on Shemini Atzeret) is a towering expression of the
introspection – and vulnerability – of the holiday season:
No one standing at the Yizkor service is immune from
the profound impact of a departed parent. For good or
for bad a parent is always part of you – ever so keenly
felt after the soul has passed on.
As I said the words “Remember G-d the soul of my
father Gershon Dovber ben Freida who departed to his
world…” – my entire life, all the 48 years I was honored
to spend with my father on Earth, passed before my
eyes. Millions of moments – some conscious, most
unconscious, going back to pre-conscious early
childhood – flooded my brain. Not the details, but the
memory of one winding life story – the sum total of a life
– impossible to describe in words.

Yes, many holy body scrolls have burned throughout
history. The bodies of the Ten Martyrs, the bodies of
those that fell to the sword of the Crusaders, the
Inquisition, the pogroms and all the persecutions,
murders and pillages that left Jewish blood running
through the streams of European cities. And then finally –
the six million holy scrolls that went up in smoke just 60
years ago. Not ten. SIX MILLION…
Far too many scrolls have burned.
Yet, even at his moment of painful death, Rabbi Chananya
left us with an eternal message: “but the letters are flying
up to Heaven.”
We want the letters here on earth in the scrolls where
they are meant to be. And we will surely have them back
here one day. But we can take solace as we say Yizkor
that the letters are flying to – and in – heaven.
And with our Yizkor memory we can make them fly on
Earth as well. With this awareness I think I can dance a
bit this Sukkot.
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Current Issues How to Grow Old Gracefully,
Successfully and With Joy
By Rabbi Jonathan Sacks
On March 27, 2012, to celebrate the diamond jubilee of
the Queen, an ancient ceremony took place at
Buckingham Palace. A number of institutions presented
Loyal Addresses to the Queen, thanking her for her
service to the nation. Among them was the Board of
Deputies of British Jews. Its then president, Vivian
Wineman, included in his speech the traditional Jewish
blessing on such occasions. He wished her well “until a
hundred and twenty.”

The Queen was amused and looked quizzically at Prince
Philip. Neither of them had heard the expression before.
Later the Prince asked what it meant, and those of us in
attendance explained. A hundred and twenty is stated as
the outer limit of a normal human lifetime in Genesis 6:3.
The number is especially associated with Moses, about
whom the Torah says, “Moses was a hundred and twenty
years old when he died, yet his eyes were undimmed and
his strength undiminished” (Deut. 34:7). Together with
Abraham, a man of very different personality and
circumstance, Moses is a model of how to age well. With
the growth of human longevity, this has become a
significant and challenging issue for many of us. How do
you grow old yet stay young?
The most sustained research into this topic is the Grant
Study, begun in 1938, which has tracked the lives of 268
Harvard students for almost eighty years, seeking to
understand what characteristics — from personality type
to intelligence to health, habits, and relationships —
contribute to human flourishing. For more than 30 years,
the project was directed by George Vaillant, whose books
“Aging Well” and :Triumphs of Experience” have explored
this fascinating territory.

Among the many dimensions of successful aging, Vaillant
identifies two that are particularly relevant in the case of
Moses. The first is what he calls generativity, namely
taking care of the next generation. He quotes John Kotre
who defines it as “to invest one’s substance in forms of
life and work that will outlive the self.” In middle or later
life, when we have established a career, a reputation and
a set of relationships, we can either stagnate or decide to
give back to others: to community, society and the next
generation. Generativity is often marked by undertaking
new projects, often voluntary ones, or by learning new
skills. Its marks are openness and care.
The other relevant dimension is what Vaillant calls keeper
of the meaning. By this he means the wisdom that comes
with age, something that is often more valued by
traditional societies than modern or postmodern ones.
The “elders” mentioned in Tanakh are people valued for
their experience. “Ask your father and he will tell you,
your elders, and they will explain to you,” says the Torah
(Deut. 32:7). “Is not wisdom found among the aged? Does
not long life bring understanding?” says the book of Job
(12:12).
Being a keeper of the meaning means handing on the
values of the past to the future. Age brings the reflection
and detachment that allows us to stand back and not be
swept along by the mood of the moment or passing
fashion or the madness of the crowd. We need that
wisdom, especially in an age as fast-paced as ours where
huge success can come to people still quite young.
Examine the careers of recent iconic figures like Bill Gates,
Larry Page, Sergey Brin and Mark Zuckerberg, and you will
discover that at a certain point they turned to older
mentors who helped steer them through the white-water
rapids of their success. Asei lekha rav, “Acquire for
yourself a teacher,” remains essential advice.
What is striking about the book of Devarim, set entirely in
the last month of Moses’ life, is how it shows the aged but
still passionate and driven leader, turning to the twin
tasks of generativity and keeper of the meaning.
It would have been easy for him to retire into an inner
world of reminiscence, recalling the achievements of an
extraordinary life, chosen by God to be the person who
led an entire people from slavery to freedom and to the
brink of the Promised Land. Alternatively he could have
brooded on his failures, above all the fact that he would
never physically enter the land to which he had spent 40
years leading the nation.
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How to Grow Old Gracefully,
Successfully and With Joy
There are people — we have all surely met them — who
are haunted by the sense that they have not won the
recognition they deserved or achieved the success of
which they dreamed when they were young.
Moses did neither of those things. Instead, in his last
days he turned his attention to the next generation and
embarked on a new role. No longer Moses the liberator
and lawgiver, he took on the task for which he has
become known to tradition: Moshe Rabbenu, “Moses
our teacher.” It was, in some ways, his greatest
achievement.
He told the young Israelites who they were where they
had come from and what their destiny was. He gave
them laws, and did so in a new way. No longer was the
emphasis on the Divine encounter, as it had been in
Vayikra, or on sacrifices as it was in Bamidbar, but rather
on the laws in their social context. He spoke about
justice, and care for the poor, and consideration for
employees, and love for the stranger.
He set out the fundamentals of Jewish faith in a more
systematic way than in any other book of Tanakh. He
told them of God’s love for their ancestors, and urged
them to reciprocate that love with all their heart, soul,
and might. He renewed the covenant, reminding the
people of the blessings they would enjoy if they kept
faith with God, and the curses that would befall them if
they did not. He taught them the great song in Ha’azinu,
and gave the tribes his death-bed blessing.
He showed them the meaning of generativity, leaving
behind a legacy that would outlive him, and what it is to
be a keeper of meaning, summoning all his wisdom to
reflect on past and future, giving the young the gift of his
long experience. By way of personal example, he
showed them what it is to grow old while staying young.
At the very end of the book, we read that at the age of
120, Moses’ “eye was undimmed and his natural energy
was unabated” (Deut. 34:7). I used to think that these
were simply two descriptions until I realized that the
first was the explanation of the second.

Moses’ energy was unabated because his eye was
undimmed, meaning that he never lost the idealism of
his youth, his passion for justice and for the
responsibilities of freedom.
It is all too easy to abandon your ideals when you see
how hard it is to change even the smallest part of the
world, but when you do you become cynical,
disillusioned, disheartened. That is a kind of spiritual
death. The people who don’t, who never give up, who
“do not go gentle into that dark night,” who still see a
world of possibilities around them and encourage and
empower those who come after them, keep their
spiritual energy intact.
There are people who do their best work young. Felix
Mendelssohn wrote the Octet at the age of 16, and the
Overture to a Midsummer Night’s Dream a year later,
the greatest pieces of music ever written by one so
young. Orson Welles had already achieved greatness in
theatre and radio when he made “Citizen Kane,” one of
the most transformative films in the history of cinema,
at the age of 26.
But there were many others who kept getting better the
older they became. Mozart and Beethoven were both
child prodigies, yet they wrote their greatest music in
the last years of their life. Claude Monet painted his
shimmering landscapes of water lilies in his garden in
Giverny in his eighties. Verdi wrote Falstaff at the age of
85. Benjamin Franklin invented the bifocal lens at age
78. The architect Frank Lloyd Wright completed designs
for the Guggenheim Museum at 92. Michelangelo,
Titian, Matisse, and Picasso all remained creative into
their ninth decade. Judith Kerr who came to Britain
when Hitler came to power in 1933 and wrote the
children’s classic “The Tiger Who Came to Tea,” recently
won her first literary award at the age of 93. David
Galenson in his “Old Masters and Young Geniuses”
argues that those who are conceptual innovators do
their best work young, while experimental innovators,
who learn by trial and error, get better with age.
There is something moving about seeing Moses, at
almost 120, looking forward as well as back, sharing his
wisdom with the young, teaching us that while the body
may age, the spirit can stay young until a hundred and
twenty, if we keep our ideals, give back to the
community, and share our wisdom with those who will
come after us — inspiring them to continue what we
could not complete.
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It’s not just about visitation.
It’s about friendship.
It’s about community.
The Sunshine Club is a unique volunteer program under the auspices of the Gold
Coast Hebrew Congregation designed to bring cheer and companionship into the
lives of Jewish seniors all throughout the Gold Coast.
Whether for seniors living on their own, in assisted living facilities or convalescent
homes, the Sunshine Club matches up caring friends to be there with and for
seniors - to visit, to assist and to uplift. To share experiences, to spend quality time,
to celebrate special occasions and to create wonderful memories together.

Programs:
•
•
•
•

Weekly Friendship Visits
Book-Reading
Family Connections
Educational Materials

• Recreational Activities
• Arts & Crafts
• Holiday Celebrations
• Cultural Events

If you would like to become a Sunshine Club Volunteer or if you are a senior – or know of a
senior – who can benefit from the Sunshine Club, please call our office on 5570 1851 or
Rabbi Gurevitch on 0419 392 818
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Health & Science
Israeli-made therapeutic contact
lenses receive FDA approval
By KATIE BEITER / THE MEDIA LINE

The holes in the lens enable the prescribed drops
and ointments to seep into the eye under the
contact lens, allowing for the extraction of excess
fluids from the cornea.
“Your eye has a membrane which is a layer of cells in
the cornea which pumps water out of the cornea,”
Dr. Brian Marr, associate professor at Memorial
Sloan Kettering and Weill Cornell Medical College in
New York City told The Media Line. “The cornea is
like a dry sponge and the only thing that is keeping it
dry is this endothelium (membrane of cells).”
When the cornea has too much fluid, vision is
affected. “Patients have described it as looking
through ground glass or like they are in a steam
room but there is no steam,” Dr. Marr added.

Lenses that treat corneal edema are entering the
market.
The FDA has approved a new therapeutic contact
lens that will help treat corneal edema, a common
eye condition in adults that causes swelling, a buildup of fluid, blurred vision, haziness and scarring.
EyeYon, the Israeli company responsible for this
development, created these special lenses in an
effort to increase the amount of time eye drops can
remain in the eye in order to help alleviate
symptoms of the condition which is common after
cataract and corneal transplant surgeries.
“(Drops) are washed out from the center of the
cornea a few seconds after the patient blinks,”
Nahum Ferera, CEO of EyeYon told The Media Line.
“So, this lens has a very unique design that creates
a cavity above the center of the cornea that
increases contact time (with the eye drop
solution).”
This Hyper-CL lens, which is unlike others on the
market, has dual base curves, eight small holes and
a reservoir above the center of the cornea, which is
the part of the eye that deflects light and is
responsible for about a third of the eye’s optical
power.

Currently, the only products to alleviate symptoms
from corneal edema are a sodium chloride solution
and ointment which are used by patients as they
await corneal transplant surgeries. While the lens is
a breakthrough, it is not a permanent solution.
“Our lens is a palliative treatment because it doesn’t
eradicate the problem, it just helps to manage it,” Dr.
Ofer Daphna, EyeYon’s medical director said. “So, if a
patient is on a waiting list for a corneal transplant or
is suffering from chronic pain, then these patients
can benefit from our contact lenses.”
Typically, patients use these lenses until they have
the corneal transplant and then use them for a
month or two following the surgery, Ferara told The
Media Line.
The FDA-approved lenses are currently only sold in
Europe and Asia where there are about 1,000
patients using them.
“Israel has a very small market and we wanted to be
very focused so we selected other territories that
would be a benefit to the company,” Ferera said,
adding that they are focused mainly on Asia because
corneal transplants are limited there and patients
need relief in the meantime.
EyeYon plans to begin marketing the 14-day
disposable lenses, which cost $50 each, in the United
States in 2017.
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Ask The Rabbi -

EDUCATION FOR ALL AGES

Is it true we don't eat nuts on
Rosh Hashanah?
By Malkie Janowski

Monday - weekly at 7:30pm - Assorted Topics
and Kabbalah @ the Shule’s Katranski Hall

It is indeed customary not to eat nuts on Rosh
Hashanah, although this seems to be mentioned only in
Ashkenazi halachic literature.

Thursday Talmud class - 7:00pm at the Rabbi’s
home.

A practical reason for this is given by the Maharil (Rabbi
Yaakov HaLevi Moelin), a talmudist of the 15th century
who compiled and codified many of the customs of
German Jewry. Nuts tend to increase saliva in one's
mouth, making prayer difficult. Considering the amount
of praying we do on Rosh Hashanah, and the
importance of our words being enunciated clearly
specifically on that day, nuts are avoided.

Shabbat afternoon Topical insights: @ 5:30pm
Personalised learning with the Rabbi - tel.
Rabbi Gurevitch 0419 392 818
Women Learning Classes with Rebbetzin
Dina Gurevitch- Please tel. 0405 100 149
Women Rosh Chodesh Group - takes place every
Jewish new month where women of all
backgrounds and affiliation come together to
learn, schmooze and enjoy a scrumptious supper
and interesting speaker. To join us please contact
our office on 5570 1851 or Rebbetzin Dina
Gurevitch on 0405 100 149
After School Cheder - Every Sunday during
school term from 9:30am - 11:30am. For ages
5-13

Another reason given is more mystical. The numerical
equivalent of the word "nut" - egoz in Hebrew - is
seventeen. Seventeen is also the numerical equivalent
of the Hebrew word for sin, chet, not as it's properly
spelled, but as it's pronounced. We stay far away from
anything reminiscent of sin on Rosh Hashanah, nuts
included.
The Eshel Avraham illuminates the custom with a deep
insight. He notes that Rosh Hashanah is a time to be
especially careful with food. On the first Rosh
Hashanah in history, Adam and Eve sinned by eating
the wrong food. We rectify this in part on Rosh
Hashanah by eating foods with auspicious allusions,
and avoiding those with negative connotations.

At Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation. 35 Markwell
Ave entrance, Surfers Paradise
During your school hours - We come to you
Surfers Paradise State School - Every Wednesday
@ 11:45am
Benowa State School - Every Friday @ 10:00am
Bellevue Park State School - Every Thursday @
1:55pm

The custom of refraining from eating nuts, as well as
both of these reasons, is cited by the Rema (Rabbi
Moshe Isserles) in his notes that provide the
Ashkenazic modifications to the Code of Jewish Law.
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Personal Development:
Growing Each Day
By Rabbi Dr. Abraham Twerski

Pursue the performance of even a "minor"
Misheberch - Prayer for the sick mitzvah (Ethics of the Fathers 4:2).
Jewish tradition ordains that whenever the Torah is
read we are granted a special and uniquely
opportune moment to invoke blessing for those in need
of divine intervention. From time immemorial it has
therefore been the custom to recite a "Mi
Sheberach" (prayer for the sick) on behalf of
people
who are ill. We pray for the people below, and wish
them a speedy recovery:
Man
Reuven Ben Rochel
David Ben Kamra
Yehuda Avraham Ben Beila Chaya
Michael Ben Baila Chaya
Daniel Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Shlomo Ben Dahlia
Adam Gideon Ben Leah
Michael Ben Mina
Mordechai Ha'Levi Ben Rochel
Yishai Ben Sara
Tom Ben Miriam
Chaim Ha’Levi Ben Miriam
Shimon Dovid Ben Sara
Tzvi Avigdor Ben Chaya Shaindl
Shmuel Ben Sara
Philip Ben Faygelle
Aaron Ben Sara
Yehushua Ben Leah
Yochu Ben Binner
Chanan Halevi Ben Tatyana
Yaakov Haleyvi ben Brurya
Dovid haleyvi Ben Penina
Zalmna Chaim be Devorah
Favdu Ben Gitel
Women
Rivka Bat Adele
Sarah Bat Chana
Tziyona Bat Chana
Peryla Bas Chana
Rivka Bas Sara
Faygelle Bas Chana
Tatyana Baas Fayna
Tirtza Bas Tikvah
Shoshana Bas Batsheva
Rochel Bas Rivkah
Olivia Bat Renee

How does one pursue a mitzvah?
Rabbi Moshe Leib of Sassov used to occupy himself
with redeeming Jews from debtors' prisons. Usually,
these people had been thrown into dungeons
because they could not pay the rent demanded by
the poritz (feudal lord). On one visit to such a
prison, Rabbi Moshe Leib was unable to gain the
release of a debtor, and gave up trying. He then saw
another prisoner being flogged mercilessly, and he
was able to get him released. Subsequently, he
discovered that this latter person was not a debtor
but one who was imprisoned for stealing.
"Well," said the Rabbi, "now you have been taught
your lesson. After that flogging you will certainly
never steal again."
"Why not?" the thief responded. "Just because I
was caught this time does not mean that I will not
succeed next time."
Rabbi Moshe Leib felt that these words were
directed at him. Just because he had failed once to
ransom a debtor, he did not have the right to resign
himself to failure. He retraced his steps and
renewed his efforts to redeem the debtor. Next
time he might succeed.
That is what is meant by pursuit of a mitzvah. If a
specific mitzvah eludes you, do not resign yourself,
but pursue it until you overtake and fulfill it.

Today I shall…
renew my efforts to achieve things of which I
had previously despaired.
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Family Rosh Hashana: Give Me Your Soul
By Meaningful Life Centre

New Year Suggestion: Save Our Children
It is easier to build strong children than to repair broken
men — Frederick Douglass
Dear Rabbi: If I were to focus on one thing on Rosh
Hashana, what do you suggest it should be?
Why limit it to one thing? But since you ask, be aware
that King David used that exact term, in the special Psalm
(27) which we recite during these days: “Achas sho’alti” –
“one thing I have asked of the Lord, this I seek: that I may
dwell in the House of the Lord all the days of my life, to
behold the pleasantness of the Lord, and to visit His
Sanctuary.”

Even today when the Holy Temple no longer stands, we
each still have within our hearts and souls a pure place
that houses the Divine, where we can dwell and find
comfort; a beautiful core whose pleasantness we can
behold; an inner sanctum which we can regularly visit.
If you are looking to define one thing to focus on Rosh
Hashana, ask yourself: What do you seek?
Sadly most of us are distracted with the struggle for
survival, the pursuit of material needs, the immediate
challenges that each of us face. Rosh Hashana, especially
during the Shofar blowing (this year on Sunday), put all
that aside.

What does that mean in relevant, contemporary terms?
Beyond all the complexity of life, beyond all our jaded
experiences, beyond all the clutter and noise, we each
have within our souls a very quiet place – a soft and
gentle voice. This is who you are at your purest core. This
is what you looked like when you were a newborn child.
And this is the place we return to every Rosh Hashana,
when we celebrate the collective birthday of the human
race. On this day 5776 years ago, a Divine breath, for the
very first time, infused life into a pile of dust from the
earth, creating the human being. We are part dust, part
spirit – a body and a soul.
On this day each year we return to our origins: Not the
dust part, but the spirit – the dimensions that makes us
uniquely human.
And what does this spirit look and feel like? It is the part
in you that has not been polluted by life experiences.
This is the one thing David asked for. “I seek,” he
declared, “that I may dwell in the House of the Lord all
the days of my life, to behold the pleasantness of the
Lord, and to visit His Sanctuary.”
In a hostile world, with many trials and tribulations, I
seek a pure and peaceful place – to dwell in, to behold
and to visit.

As we solemnly recite the verses in preparation for the
Shofar blowing, allow the words to carry you away on
their wings.
As the haunting Shofar begins to sound, imagine that
this the simple cry of your soul, reaching out, yearning,
beckoning.
Close your eyes. Take your mind, heart and presence to
another place – to who you truly are beneath it all:
“achas sho’alti” – seek out the single most important
thing of all – your essence.
If you were to ask for one thing, “achas sho’alti,” ask for
this: That your core purity should surface. That you
should have the ability to dwell in and be embraced by
its warm arms, all the day of your life. That you should
sense with awe and behold its beauty. And that you
should visit even the dimensions that transcend your
soul.
Your Personal Mission Statement
As we return to our core identities on Rosh Hashana, we
also revisit the purpose of our existence: Why am I here?
Over the years I have written much about the vital
importance of finding your personal life mission
statement. If a business cannot function without one,
how can we?
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Rosh Hashana: Give Me Your Soul
This is the central theme of Rosh Hashana, the collective
birthday of the human race, when the human being was
created in the divine image, with a distinct and
irreplaceable role to achieve in transforming existence.
The absolute significance of each life – that each of us is
indispensable and was sent to earth on a mission that
you and only you can accomplish – is the most critical
ingredient in life and the foundation of all of Torah and
Judaism.
Without this foundation – that you and everything you
do matters now and forever – any expectation of us and
any choice we make is rendered negligible. What
significance can there be to any mitzvah, and to any
moral virtue and social responsibility, if our lives have no
meaning or arbitrary meaning?
Rosh Hashana then provides us with the greatest possible
gift: The renewal of our divine contract and mandate –
the renewal of our divinely endowed mission and all the
resources we need to realize this mission.
On this extraordinary day we are charged anew with the
single most essential force in life: The dignity of your
immutable value.
The importance of this cannot be overstated. No words
can express the significance of our indispensability.
Imagine waking up every day knowing that you have a
job to do that no one else but you can accomplish. That
the entire world is waiting in anticipation for you to fulfill
your role. And if you don’t do your part, now one else
can fulfill their roles. Imagine that you are carrying the
baton in your leg of a long marathon, and if you drop the
baton or do not run your leg, everyone else is
compromised. Imagine that you are an astronaut in space
and if you don’t press the right button all of humanity
hangs in the balance.
Imagine that every second of the day, every fiber of your
being, feels how your next act changes the course of
destiny.
If you felt this sense of urgency and this confidence all
the time, how many problems would it pre-empt? How
much heartache, aggravation, and therapy it would
prevent; how much money, time and resources it would
save!

Think about that for a minute: If you don’t feel like you
make a difference in the world, how excited can you be
about the things you do and the choices you make?
When you wake up in the morning and you feel like
what you do that day doesn’t matter anyway, how
committed or passionate can you be?
This simple, clear message is the best preventive
medicine for much of the troubles plaguing our world
today, much if not all of which stems from one root: A
deep void and lack of feeling that you and your actions
are absolutely significant. That you are a necessary
player in the scheme of existence, and your choices and
actions always matter.
We need to reach to every person, to every child, every
parent, every educator, every leader, with the message:
You matter. Your life and what you do with it matters.
You are indispensable to G-d and to this world.
* * *
Rosh Hashana Suggestion
A few weeks ago a couple approached me with their
little children and asked me to bless their children for
the New Year. I gave them a blessing, and then, without
much thought, I turned to the parents and smilingly said:
And G-d should bless you and all us adults that we not
corrupt our pure and innocent children.
Words provoke. Spontaneously, the mother asks me:
what do you suggest we can do to ensure that our
children grow up the healthiest they can be and do not
get corrupted by the adult world? If there were one
thing we can do, what would it be?
“What a great question,” I said to myself and to her.
I will share with you my response, as a suggestion all
parents around the world – a Rosh Hashana resolution:
On this Rosh Hashana let us all begin a new custom – a
gift to our children:
Every morning upon awakening and every evening
before putting your children to sleep – and as many
times as you can throughout the day – tell your child (in
addition to any words of love you usually convey to your
child):
— (Obviously, you can and ought to customize this with
your own words, and also tailor to the specific age and
comprehension of your child. But here is an idea that
you can either use or adapt). — “Your soul was sent here
to earth to accomplish a mission that you and only you
can accomplish. Always remember that.
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Rosh Hashana: Give Me Your Soul
“You have a special song inside of you. A melody that has
never been sung before. A beautiful song that will change
everything you encounter.
“Wherever you go, whatever you do, whomever you
meet – everything is waiting for you to sing your
song. For you to shine with your special glow. For you to
paint your unique portrait. For you to contribute your
irreplaceable verse.”
In the Morning
Each morning, take your child’s hand and place it on his
or her heart, and tell your child: “Your warm and special
soul has just returned to you fresh and new. You were
given this soul today anew so that you use it to illuminate
and warm everyone and everything you come in contact
with today.”
You can easily use the Modeh Ani prayer, which we say
upon awakening, to express this message: Modeh ani
lefonecho melech chai v’kayom, she’hechezarto bi
neshmosi b’chemloh rabbo emunosecho. I offer thanks
before you, living and eternal King, for You have
mercifully restored my soul within me; Your faithfulness
is great.

In the Evening
Every night before putting your children to sleep say to
them:
“My dear and beautiful child, your special soul will now
be returning to its source, to replenish itself with energy
from the wellsprings of life.
“You surely used this day well, and showed G-d that He
did well in placing His confidence in you.
“Now, return your soul and sleep well.”
Here too you can insert the evening prayer: Beyodcho
afkid ruchi, podiso oisi Hashem Kel emes. In Your hand I
entrust my spirit, You have redeemed me Hashem G-d of
truth.
All Day Every Day
No number of times is enough to infuse our children
with the cognizance of – and confidence in – their souls.
In our material world, which relentlessly assaults our
spirits, we can always use more energy to counter the
attack.

These words contain many ideas. One of them is the
message of indispensability: Thank you for returning my
unique soul, for making me special and imbuing me with
an indispensable mission, for having faith in me.

Remember, children are naturally spiritual. As they grow
and increasingly immerse into the material world they
will assimilate and be impacted (by the toxins) of
materialism. So the more we arm them with spiritual
resources, the bigger the arsenal we provide them, and
reinforce their confidence in their unique soul’s mission,
the more powerful they will be and the more strength
and courage they will have when they have to deal with
the formidable and relentless demands and pressures of
material life.

“I am so excited to see you again this morning, my dear
child. “The world would be very different if you weren’t
here. As you awake know that you have a new day ahead
of you in which you have a critical role to play.

Therefore, whenever you have an opportunity to remind
your child about his or her unparalleled spiritual mission,
never hesitate to do so, even if it means again and again
and again.

“You are absolutely necessary. You are indispensable to
G-d’s vision of the world, chosen to fulfill a mission in this
world that you and only you can accomplish.”

Is there a limit to how many times you can express love
to your beloved? There is also no limit to how many
times you can convey dignity and significance to you
children.

After School or At the End of the Day
Our Great Responsibility
As the day ends ask your child how he sang his special
song that day. How she contributed and brought light to
another person. Depending on the age and
comprehension of the child, find ways to elicit form your
child how he or she fulfilled their mission that day.

There can be no keener revelation of a society’s soul
than the way in which it treats its children (as Nelson
Mandela said).be filled with such children.
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Rosh Hashana: Give Me Your Soul

It is time to create a revolution – to refocus our priorities
and invest our energies into the most premium of all our
gifts: Our children. And remember: It is easier to build
strong children than to repair broken men.
Now let us envision what our child will look like as he or
she grown into an adult saturated with not just with our
love and nurturing, but also with a profound and intimate
sense of purpose and urgency.
Imagine a child turned adult who has heard this message
every day after day:
“You matter, not because you think you are important, or
because others tell you that you are, or because of your
buying power, monetary value, looks, performance or
productivity level. But because G-d put you here. You are
an indispensable musical note. Irreplaceable. Period. The
world would be different if you were not here or if you
do not fulfill your calling. You have been allotted a
certain section of this globe, with certain talents; people
you will meet; experiences you will have; places you will
go; objects you will obtain – all are allocated to you in
order for you to transform them, to leave them
differently from how you found them. And this change
lives forever. Eternally.
“You don’t just matter to me and your family; you matter
to the entire world. You matter to all the worlds and the
cosmos. You matter to all the souls in heaven who have
been here before us. And above all: You matter to G-d.
“G-d personally chose you and sent your soul down to us
here. To accomplish things that only you can accomplish.
“Never ever forget that.”
Blessed is the child that will grow up with this message
ingrained in his every move.
Blessed is the world that will be filled with such children.

Dear friend,
As we are approaching the final stages of printing
our communal Jewish Calendar which is
distributed to the wider community in time for
Rosh Hashana -the Jewish New Year, we would
like to give you the opportunity well in advance to
extend your New Year greetings to your family and
friends through the pages of the calendar. To
avoid any disappointments for the lack of space
we kindly ask you to fax or email your appropriate
message and the size of the ad you wish to see
appear in this widely used publication
You can drop into our office Monday-Friday
between 9:30-1:00pm or simply fax us your
message on 5538 6712.
or email us on:
gchc@westnet.com.au
The greeting sizes and prices available are as
follows:
1/8 A4 PAGE:

$25.00

¼ A4 PAGE

$50.00

½ A4 PAGE:

$150.00

FULL A4 PAGE:

$300.00

Mums and Bubs Get Together!!!
All mothers and toddlers are invited to a
morning of fun, learning, Jewish Arts
and crafts and songs. Incorporating
Jewish festivals, Alef- bet and games.
Every Monday at 10am, at Katranski
Hall, 35 Markwel Ave. Surfers Paradise
$10 to cover snacks and arts & crafts

-Everyone Welcome -
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Story It happened in 1648. The infamous Hetman Bogdan
Chmielnicki led his wild hordes of Cossacks against the
Jews and Poles of the Ukraine, and he almost succeeded
in exterminating all Jewish communities along the
Dnieper River. Barbaric cruelties, surpassing even the
Crusaders', were the daily bread of these devils. In Kiev,
scores of Jewish men, women and children barely
escaped with their lives. They hid in forests and swamps,
constantly in fear of sudden death from the long sabers
of Chmielnicki's Cossacks. Only at night, under cover of
darkness, did these unfortunate fugitives dare to creep
out in search of food for their families.
Rabbi Meyer of Shivotov, which was once one of the
largest communities near Kiev, was the spiritual leader of
this group of refugees. He had lost his wife at the hands
of the Cossacks, and his thirteen-year-old son Hershel
was his only consolation. Gifted with a beautiful voice,
which made its listeners laugh or cry at the will of its
master, Hershel assisted his father greatly in keeping up
the low spirits of his companions. More than once, his
magical songs held them back from surrendering to the
merciless hands of the Cossacks or from committing
suicide.
Such a large group of people cannot hide for long
without rumors of their whereabouts spreading. They
were forced to withdraw deeper and deeper into forests
and swamps to escape the oncoming hordes of
Chmielnicki's Cossacks. Unwittingly, however, they
entered the hunting grounds of Chmielnicki's rival, a man
of no less cruelty: Booyar, the leader of the Tartars. But
there was one story told about this abnormal maniac that
threw a somewhat human light upon him. He was the
obedient son of an old nomad woman who controlled
him with a wink of her eye.
Finding themselves suddenly trapped from the rear,
Rabbi Meyer's group of refugees began to say "Vidui,"
the confession of sins and last prayer, in anticipation of
death. Coming from the midst of their suppressed cries
and prayers, Hershel's voice was suddenly heard saying
Kaddish, praising G-d at this last moment while they were
facing the naked swords of the Tartars. As if by magic,
the tumult died down. The faces of the Jews lit up, and
the cruel savagery, the murderous gleam disappeared
from the eyes of the Tartars who crowded around their
helpless victims.

Their raised hands dropped; spellbound, they listened to
the boy who, fully aware of the seriousness of the
situation, had put all his powerful emotion into his voice.
Booyar looked out of his tent and witnessed this strange
scene. Foaming wildly, brandishing his sword, he stormed
forward. He was ready to kill his own men for being
fooled by the wretched Jews. Coming closer, he saw that
Hershel was the cause of his men's unusual conduct.
Booyar grasped the boy's hair with his hand and lifted his
sword to chop his head off. In midair his arm was caught
by the thin but powerful hand of an old woman. Turning
around wildly, Booyar was confronted by his mother. "Do
not kill these people, son," she said. "They are under my
protection. This boy will sing for me until we reach
Constantinople. There you can sell him and his people at
a high price." After some hesitation, Booyar gave in.
Thus Rabbi Meyer and his people were saved from
certain death. They were dragged along for many
months, until the Tartars reached Turkey. Many
thousands of refugees from Spain and Portugal had come
to this country during the reign of Suleiman II and his
Jewish adviser, Don Joseph of Naxos. They had built a
beautiful synagogue in Constantinople and had organized
one of the most powerful congregations of that time.
It was Rosh Hashana when Booyar brought his victims to
the market. All the Jews had gathered in the synagogue,
which was right near the marketplace. Many non-Jews in
the market looked curiously at the wretched figures of
these slaves-to-be. But they had little faith in the Jews'
ability to do hard work; they preferred the strong and
healthy-looking natives brought by ship from afar.
Under the stress of traveling in captivity, Rabbi Meyer
and his men had lost track of time. They did not even
know that this day was Rosh Hashana. While they were
standing in the marketplace, stared at and ridiculed by
the idle onlookers, they suddenly heard the sound of the
shofar coming from the nearby synagogue. Rabbi Meyer
and his people began to cry as Hershel started the
"Unesane Tokef" prayer. His voice rose above the noise
of the market and soared up to the Gates of Mercy.
The crowd of Jews gathered in the big synagogue heard
Hershel's prayers. They rushed out into the marketplace,
and saw the boy and the poor Jews held for sale by the
Tartars. At the command of their rabbi, they hurried
home to gather all their valuables and funds. They
succeeded in redeeming their brethren. Saved from a
terrible fate, Rabbi Meyer and his group joined their
liberators in the synagogue. Together they followed
Hershel's jubilant voice, thanking G-d for His help at the
height of their misery.
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- Glass Art Shule Panels - Dedication & Memorial Project
Hurry, only two panels left!!!
We would like to bring to your attention that only a
few panels of our traditional stained glass panels are
left. This panels permanently decorates our northern
Shule wall above the main entrance of our Synagogue.
The very brightly colored glass panels are translucent,
flooding the sanctuary with light, color and meaning.
The style of the glass panels depict the 12 Jewish
months of the year and their significance. Each glass
panel contains the representational imagery. The
symbols are carefully chosen to represent the most important elements of the month being depicted.
The idea behind this project is to allow those who commemorate a Yartzeit in the memory of a loved one
occurring in the month of Tishrie/September to dedicate that glass panel in their memory. With a plaque
attached underneath the Glass art panel. If the Yartzeit is in the month of Cheshvan/October that particular
window can be selected. The same is for any of the 12 months of the year.
The cost for the glass art panel dedication is: $6000.00 for one entire glass panel dedication. For further
details please contact our office on 5570 1851.
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Relationship 9 Myths about Happy Couples
How many myths are you living with?
by Barbara Penn

Marriage and hard work are a package deal. Even the
happiest of couples have their fair share of challenges
and soul searching. Here are some common myths about
happy couples, busted.
1. Myth: Happy couples can read each other's mind
Fact: Happy couples invest in the art of active listening
and respectful communication to better understand and
empathize with their partners. Strong marriages are built
on effective communication and understanding.
2. Myth: Happy couples never fight
Fact: Put two individuals under one roof for an entire
lifetime- and disagreements will inevitably crop up.
Happy couples know how to have a good fight, dealing
with the issue at hand without conflagrating it and
listening to each with respect. Happy couples know how
to move on and forgive.

5. Myth: Happy couples must have socially compatible
personalities
Fact: I have seen happy couples with personality types
that do not seem compatible at all. And I have seen
couples that are compatible in personality, but unhappy.
Utter devotion, self-sacrifice, and respect for the other
person (and his differences) are more integral for the
blossoming of a friendship than social compatibility.

6. Myth: Happy couples resolve all disagreements
Fact: Some disagreements remain simply that –
disagreements. It’s okay to disagree on certain issues
without allowing it to destroy the foundation of a
marriage. Happy couples respect each other's
differences in opinion. Instead of harping on them, they
work with them.

7. Myth: Happy couples say everything they’re thinking
Fact: Some things are better left unsaid. Some feelings
are better left alone, or at least until the initial
resentment, frustration, and anger subside a bit. And
some things are better brushed aside, forgiven, and
forgotten.

8. Myth: Happy couples know that they have found
“the one”
Fact: Matches are made in heaven, not in our rosy
visions of the perfect spouse. No one is perfect and
disappointments are inevitable. Happy couples learn to
appreciate their partner's attributes and accept their
flaws.
3. Myth: Happy couples share common interests
Fact: Different hobbies, interests, passions, and even
short-term goals need not make or break a partnership. A
shared vision and long-term goal are more integral for a
relationship to take root and blossom.
4. Myth: Happy couples do everything together
Fact: Happy partners are not afraid of pursuing ambitions
outside of their immediate relationship. They understand
that when they are free to be themselves – unique
individuals with unique experiences – they can enrich
and give more to the relationship.

9. Myth: Happy couples were always happy
Fact: Not all marriages are Cinderella-style happily-everafter from the beginning. Even happy couples have had
their fair share of bumps, disappointments, and
unpleasantries from the start. Happy couples
understand that a good marriage takes investment.
Happy couples were determined to become happy
couples.
Even happy couples have unique challenges and
struggles to overcome in the journey called marriage.
The key is to just keep on climbing, together.
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Form of Bequest
When Making a Will
I ______________________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Give and bequeath to the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. of 34
Hamilton Avenue Surfers Paradise Queensland (P.O. Box 133 Surfers
Paradise, 4217 ) the sum of $_______________________Free from all duties,
to be applied to the general purposes of the Congregation and I declare
that a receipt therefore signed by the President or Treasurer for the
time being of the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation Inc. shall be full and
sufficient discharge for this bequest.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Why should I remember the Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation in my
will?
You care deeply about Jewish continuity on the Gold Coast and want
to see Judaism flourish in our community. The Gold Coast Hebrew
Congregation is serving our local community today and will continue
to serve generations into the future.
This gift can, in some circumstances, be greater than anything you
could donate during a lifetime. Thank you in advance for this
generous contribution.
For more information contact our office on: 5570 1851 Fax 5538 6712
Email: gchc@westnet.com.au | WEBSITE: www.goldcoasthc.org.au

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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- Our new variety of classes in our new weekly Series Our lessons probe the depth of contemporary Torah thought, with a special focus on
issues surrounding spirituality, the human psyche, love and interpersonal relationships.
Every experience offers meaningful and timely lessons – from the most timeless of texts.
You will walk away surprised, inspired, and knowing more about who we are as Jews, and
who you are as an individual. We invite you to browse through the topics in this catalogue
of classes below and join us for a weekly dose of uplifting Jewish study. If you find any
topics that you think may be of interest to your friends, please encourage them to come
along.
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Laughter….The Best Medicine
Mrs. Goldstein was putting her little Shmuel to bed at the height of a violent
thunderstorm.
"Mommy," he asked nervously, "can I sleep with you tonight?"
"I'm sorry, darling," she said. "But you know Daddy and I sleep together in our room."
"It's not fair," said Shmuel. "Tell the big coward not to be such a baby."
Little Jacob and Rachel were friends at the Eitz Chaim nursery school. Rachel said: "Hey,
Jacob, do you want to play house?"
"Sure. What do you want me to do?” asked Jacob.
"I want you to communicate” said Rachel.
“I have no idea what that means."
"Perfect," said Rachel. "You can be the husband."
David Abramson, an American tourist was visiting Israel. Hungry after his first day of
sightseeing he decides to stop into a cafe for lunch. It was the type of cafe where you
went up to the counter to select your food, so David approaches the front where he is
greeted by a gruff old Israeli woman.
"So what choices do I have here?" David asks the cafeteria lady.
"You can choose to eat here or not."

Two brawny men came to a Ethel Cohen’s house in Brooklyn to install some new floor
covering in the kitchen. Once they had moved the stove and refrigerator out of the way, it
was not long before the job was done.
As they were getting ready to leave, Ethel asked them to put the heavy appliances back in
place.
The two men demanded $45 for this service, stating it was not in their contract.
Ethel really had no choice but to pay them. As soon as they left, however, the doorbell
rang. It was the two men. They asked Ethel to move her car, which was blocking their van.
She told them her fee: $45.
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Chefs Corner
Simple Roasted Sweet Maple Dijon Chicken

2 chickens, cut in 1/8’s
1 teaspoon kosher salt
½ teaspoon black pepper
2/3 cup pure maple syrup
2/3 cup orange juice
4 tablespoons Dijon mustard
3 tablespoons olive oil
1 1/2 teaspoons dried thyme or
rosemary (or fresh)
Garnish, fresh thyme or rosemary,
optional
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Place
chickens in two low-sided roasting
pans. Sprinkle with salt and pepper.

In a small saucepan, whisk together maple syrup, orange juice, mustard, oil, and thyme or
rosemary. Simmer over medium heat until slightly thickened, about 5 minutes. Pour
evenly over chicken.
Roast chicken, basting occasionally, for about 50 minutes or until juices run clear, or an
internal thermometer registers 170 degrees.
Serve with pan juices and garnish with additional fresh herbs, if desired.
Serves 8 servings
by Elizabeth Kurtz
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- Our new variety of classes in our new weekly Series Our lessons probe the depth of contemporary Torah thought, with a special focus on
issues surrounding spirituality, the human psyche, love and interpersonal relationships.
Every experience offers meaningful and timely lessons – from the most timeless of texts.
You will walk away surprised, inspired, and knowing more about who we are as Jews, and
who you are as an individual. We invite you to browse through the topics in this
catalogue of classes below and join us for a weekly dose of uplifting Jewish study. If you
find any topics that you think may be of interest to your friends, please encourage them
to come along. Checkout our variety of classes on page 34
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’Loaves of Love’ Chalah baking event!!!

’Ladies Mikveh Breakfast’ event with
special guest speakers.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WE THANK THE
FOLLOWING FOR THEIR
ALIYA OFFERING

YAHRTZEIT OBSERVANCE
FOR THE MONTH OF
Elul-Tishrei - September-October
28th Av-1st September -Anna Malecki-Sister of Henry Malecki

Nathan Simons
Gerald Moses
Judah Moses
David Rebibou
John Donath
Les Feiglin
Barry Berkovitch
Graham Berkovitch
William Eckstein
Murray Hartman
Zelig Berkhut
Isaac Zulaikha
Norman Lelah
Andrew Berkhut
Les Sheffield
Mr. G. Hyman
Michael Simons
Kim Gorris
Rabbi Gurevitch
Pinchas Cohen
Mr. Goldberg
Dr. Zalman Rozenblum
Harry Kalinski
Bernard Nightingale
B. Goldberg
Nathan Simon

28th Av-1st September - Ralph Tieman –Father of Clare Santer
30th Av-3rd September - Richard Eliakim- Husband of Denise
Eliakim
2nd Elul - 5th September - Halina Bialylew-Mother of Henry
Malecki
4th Elul-7th September - Fivel-Brother of Louis & Benjamin
Halpern
10th Elul-13th September - Steven Maxwell-Grandson of Helga
Herling
11th Elul-14th September -Betsy Semp-Mother of Betty Semp
12th Elul-15th September- Rebecca Berkhut-Wife of Zelig
Berkhut
13th Elul- 29th September- Jacob Appelbaum-Father of Lynne
Spanner
25th Elul-28th September - Yitzchak Szterenberg- Father of
Ephraim Szterenberg
26th Elul-29th September - Rhoda Appelbaum-Mother of Lynne
Spanner
26th Elul- 29th September - Jack Kornhauser-Father of Mark
Kornhauser

BIRTHDAYS FOR SEPTEMBER
Lisa Fink
Stanley Spanner
Michael Cohen
Allan Mitnovetsky
Paul Korbl
Michael Joseph
Isabelle Grau
Stephanie Stevens
Adam Cohen

27th Elul-30th September - Sophie Ezekiel-Mother of Solomon
Ezekiel

1st
6th
7th
12th
14th
18th
19th
29th
28th

1st Tishrei- 3rd October -Henry Broit-Father of Amos Broit
5th Tishrei-7th October - Hyman Goldberg-Husband of Stella
Goldberg
7th Tishrei-9th October - Harry Wittenberg-Father of Stella
Goldberg
11th Tishrei-13th October - Hans Pomeranz-Brother of Leo
Pomeranz

BIRTHDAYS FOR OCTOBER
Kim Goriss
Tunni Paneth
Leonie Jodaikin
Sonia Cipriani-Levi
Clare Santer
Leonore Maradeen

14th Tishrei-16th October - Julia POmeranz-Mother of Leo
Pomeranz

5th
5th
13th
13th
27th
30th

19th Tishrei- 21st October - Albert Lelah-Father of Norman
Lelah
20th Tishrei- 22nd October - Jean Rosenberg – Mother of
Bernard Nightingale
22nd Tishrei-24th October - Max Brower-Father of Fae Gordon

Refuah Sheleyma - speedy recovery
Raymond Efron & Betty Semp

26th Tishrei-28th October - Marcelle Zulaikha-Sister-in-law of
Isaac Zulaikha
29th Tishrei- 31st October - Claudette Zulaikha-Niece of Isaac
Zulaikha
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If undeliverable return to:
The Gold Coast Hebrew Congregation
P. O. Box 133
Surfers Paradise 4217
Queensland, Australia
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